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What counts as ‘infrastructure’?

Infrastructure: the basic systems and services a country needs in
order to function properly.

Old-fashioned infrastructure includes things like roads, gas/water
pipes, hospitals, schools. (Last week’s topic.)
Newer infrastructure includes the phone network.
Recent infrastructure includes the Internet, the fibre network.

Infrastructure can be publicly or privately owned—or a mixture.

Does our current infrastructure include any AI systems?
Some parts of government already make some use of AI.

- E.g. claim processing in ACC
- E.g. reoffending predictions in Corrections.

I’ll focus on AI systems currently in private hands:
- AI systems in social media platforms
- Generative AI systems.
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1. AI systems in social media

Social media is widely enough used to be considered infrastructure.
Used by 59% of the world’s population last year (Statista, 2023a).
The average user spent over 2.5 hours on social media last year
(Statista, 2023b).

Social media platforms are powered by AI, through recommender
systems, that curate users’ feeds.

A recommender system learns what each user likes, then gives
them more of the same.

Social media platforms also use AI to moderate platform content,
through harmful content classifiers of various kinds.
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1. AI systems in social media

Social media platforms have a big influence in the way information
travels around the world.

This influence is controlled by the hyperparameters of the AI
systems that power the platforms.

The people who adjust these controls have the same kind of influence
as central bankers setting interest rates, or politicians setting tax
brackets.

But they’re making adjustments to further company profit motives,
not the public good.
And they’re not accountable to the public. . .
And there’s little transparency about the systems they deploy.

Maybe some part of them belongs in the public domain?
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What part of a social media platform might go public?

It could be data about user behaviour on the platform. . .
Markus will talk about that.

It could be control of the recommender algorithm. . .
The way information flows in civic spaces could be part of town
planning? (Or government policy?)

It could be training of harmful content classifiers.
My group at GPAI is already exploring how these classifiers might
be trained by sampling judgements from citizens.

There’s lots of debate about how big tech companies could be broken
up, to address monopoly concerns.

Maybe some bits could live in the public domain.
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Some caveats

‘Public domain’ could mean ‘government-owned’, or it could mean
‘distributed, open-source’.

Both options are possible for social media AI tech.

As regards government ownership/access, liberal democracies are
one thing, autocracies are another!

My suggestions are for democracies, of course.
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For more on public social media infrastructure

Ethan Zuckerman has an interesting FAQ (Zuckerman, 2020)
Tim Berners-Lee is developing a protocol (called SOLID) for
storing data in decentralised media
Jimmy Wales’ WT Social (now TrustCafe) is a Reddit-like site that
runs on donations. . .

Ali AI Infrastructure 7 / 11

https://solidproject.org/
https://www.trustcafe.io/en


2. Generative AI systems

LLMs and diffusion models are poised to have big impacts on many
areas of economic life, political life, cultural life.

They will change some human jobs, and replace others.
They may have dangerous uses in some domains.

- E.g. political disinformation, graphical deepfakes.

These powers have prompted a new debate: should the newest
‘frontier’ gen AI models be kept ‘closed-source’? (= closed-weights?)

It’s easier to enforce regulation for ‘closed’ models.
And easier to control proliferation (obviously).
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Should frontier gen AI models be ‘open’ or ‘closed’?

On one side we have the Frontier Model Forum:
Founded July 2023, led by Google, OpenAI, Microsoft, Anthropic
(all companies that keep their gen AI models closed).
Aims: to advance AI safety research, collaborate with
policymakers, define ‘best practices’
Founding member of NIST’s AI Safety Institute Consortium
(charged with implemeting Biden’s Executive Order on AI).

On the other side we have the AI Alliance:
Founded in December 2023, led by Meta and IBM
The aim is to ‘accelerate open innovation in AI’.
Many of the biggest academic AI unis are members
Also HuggingFace, Dubai’s university, Linux, Red Hat. . .
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Should frontier gen AI models be ‘open’ or ‘closed’?

The issues for frontier models are somewhat different than for ordinary
software. (Including social media software.)

See Seger et al. (2023); Kapoor et al. (2024) for reviews.

Note this debate is largely playing out between giant AI companies.
No commercial players envisage open-sourcing their data!

If frontier models are owned publicly, maybe it’s less problematic if
some parts of them are closed?

Governments hold some technology privately, e.g. weapons,
intelligence. . .
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